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Content

• Global Synthesis of Rio+20 National Preparations Reports
  – National Development Planning process at the core

• Synthesis of Water Issues in the Rio+20 National Preparations Reports

• Water in National Development Planning
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Matrix for synthesis of Water Issues in Rio +20 National Reports
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- **Information systems** to collect and manage data and effectively **link them to government planning and decision-making**: Development of a system for monitoring, reporting and verification, focusing on water related targets and indicator; Establish nationally agreed indicators, evaluation framework, and contextualised definition for SD; **Re-think and re-define appropriate measures of wealth, prosperity, well-being**...
- **Apparent gap between policies and implementation**, largely because of **limited implementation capacity**. Strengthen institutional coordination; Increase political commitment ....
- **Increase expertise and financial resources** to access and **implement clean technology** ....
- Enforce pollution control over rivers and wetlands; **Control the use of chemical fertilizers to avoid pollution of water resources**...
- Integration of water with energy, agriculture....
- Water efficiency ....
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Synthesis of Rio +20 National Reports

- Integration
- Inclusion
- Coherence
- Implementation

Sector Strategies and Plans

- Water
- Energy
- Agriculture
- Oceans / Marine Resources
- Climate Change
- Education
- Tourism
- Fisheries
- Forests
- Disaster Reduction
- Rural Development
- Health
- Biodiversity
- Etc. Etc..